Making Televisit Appointments in eCW
The original workflow for making televisit appointments recommended changing the facility to “Prima
CARE Televisit”. This made perfect sense, as the place of service for a televisit needs to be 02, not 11.
However, since eCW thrives on thwarting every workflow we create, ePrescribing failed in these visit
notes because the place of service was not the provider's office.
NEW WORKFLOW as of 3/30/20
Keep the place of service for the appointment at
your office. In my case, that is “Prima CARE
Kney”.
For audio plus video visits, make the visit type
“Televisit”. As before, for audio only visits, the
visit type is “AUDIO”.

The screenshot to the right is
from eCW 11e.

Bill the visit as you normally would
with an E&M code, BUT also add the
“TELVT” CPT code. This will alert the
billing department that this is a
televisit (either audio or audio plus
video) – and they will correct the place
of service to 02.

The screenshot to the
right shows the billing
box in eCW 11e for an
audio or audio plus video
televisit.

To summarize:
•

Audio visits: The facility should be your office, and the visit type should be “AUDIO”. When
billing, use the E&M code that reflects the complexity of the visit, PLUS add the CPT
“TELVT” (this will let billing know that the visit did not take place in your office, but was a
televisit).

•

Audio plus Video visit (Doxy.me or Healow): The facility should be your office, and the visit
type should be “TeleVisit”. When billing, use the E&M code that reflects the complexity of the
visit, PLUS add the CPT “TELVT” (this will let billing know that the visit did not take place in
your office, but was a televisit).
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